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MEETING MINUTES
TC 6.1 Hydronic and Steam Equipment and Systems
Dallas, TX
January 29, 2013

1. Call to Order:
Chair Keen called the meeting to order. The Chair welcomed all in attendance, and
self-introductions were made. An attendance sheet was passed and signed by those in
attendance. A quorum was present with attendance by 11 of 11 voting members (2
voting members arriving late), including 1 non-quorum voting member..
Technical Committee 6.1 is concerned with all aspects of hydronic
and steam systems. This includes the application of boilers,
chillers, terminal units, and all accessories and controls making up
the total system as well as the design of the integrated system. In
addition to comfort applications of both heating and cooling, snow
melting systems are included.
Cooperation with other TCs is
recognized in areas such as control, noise and vibration,
refrigeration, pumps and hydronic and service water piping.

2. Setting of the Agenda:
The Chair passed out an updated Agenda. Motion by Rex Scare, seconded by Jason
Atkisson to approve the agenda. Motion passed 8-0-1.
3. Approval of San Antonio Meeting Minutes
Motion by Ken Luther, seconded by John Glunt to approve the San Antonio 2012
meeting minutes. Motion passed 9-0-1.
4. Recognition of Liaisons:
No liaisons were present.
5. Chair’s Report
Chair Keen summarized the key items from the Section 6 Breakast.
(a) All members need to update their bios on the ASHRAE website.
(b) TCs have been asked to review their membership lists to insure all
listed are active and interested in remaining a member of the TC.
(c) A new award is being established for the ‘best TC’.
(d) A PowerPoint presentation has been developed to explain the role and
responsibilities of TCs to the local ASHRAE Chapters. TC members

are being asked to present this at their local chapters. A link to this
presentation “Presentation Template for TC Members to use with
ASHRAE Chapters” can be found on the ASHRAE Technical
Activities Committee website https://www.ashrae.org/standardsresearch--technology/technical-committees.
(e) The ASHRAE Code of Ethics approved on 1/31/07 was read. It is
attached to these meeting notes.
(f) Multitask groups are being established between multiple TCs. No one
present is participating in one.
6. Sub-Committee Reports
A. Programs: Mike McDermott (Chair). Subcommittee meeting minutes of January
28, 2013, are attached.
Chair McDermott reviewed the two programs sponsored by TC 6.1 at this
meeting [Seminar 3 – Fundamental Pipe Selection and Control; and a Technical
Paper – Pumping System Bypass Orifice Testing and Analysis].
A look ahead for the Denver, New York, and Seattle programs is attached.
Ken Luther suggested perhaps TC 6.1 could participate in a seminar in New York
regarding tall buildings, perhaps co-sponsoring with TC 9.1 – Large Building AirConditioning Systems.
Ideas for future programs are always welcome to Mike McDermott.
B. Research: Tom Cappellin (Chair). Subcommittee meeting minutes of January 29,

2013 attached. This includes updates from the Research Chairs Breakfast
Meeting.
(Discussion of SPC155/RP196 is located under G. Standards of these meeting
notes.)
C. Handbook: Rex Scare (Chair). Subcommittee meeting minutes of January 28,
2013, attached.
Chair Scare circulated a sign up list for editors/reviewers for upcoming 2016
chapters. A copy of the assignments is attached. Also, any corresponding
member not in attendance is welcome to volunteer and become part of the
editing/review process.
Discussion continued on merging Fundamentals Chapter 22 – Pipe Sizing and
Systems Chapter 46 – Pipe, Tubes, and Fittings into a single ‘Hydronic System
Pipe Design’ Chapter in Fundamentals. The Systems Chapter 46 will be deleted
beginning with the 2020 Handbook.

Approval was received from the ASHRAE Handbook to create a Chilled Water
Plant Design Chapter. Steve Tredinnick is the editor for this chapter.
Chair Scare thanked Mick Schwedler for his work on the edits for Chapter 13(S) –
Hydronic Heating and Cooling.
Bob Walker provided a report from TC 1.4 – Control Theory and Application
regarding the coverage of control valves in both TC 1.4 and TC 6.1’s Handbook
chapters. Control valves (sizing, selection, etc.) will remain in Chapter 47(S) –
Valves, while TC 1.4 will address the control of the valves in their chapters.
D. Chilled Water Sub Committee : Steve Tredinnick (Chair).
Chair Tredinnick stated the work on the new Handbook chapter on Chilled Water
Plant Design scheduled for 2016 has begun.
Bill Coad questioned what the definition between a chilled water plant and a
chilled water system would be for purposes of the chapter. Chair Tredinnick said
the chapter is to be focused on the overall design of the chilled water plant. Julia
Keen stated the single chapter could be used as the beginning of a complete
design guide for chiller water plant design.
Frank Myers suggested incorporating the pipe sizing guidelines established by
90.1.
E. Membership: John Glunt (Chair). Chair Glunt reports the roster for TC 6.1 goes
into effect after the June meeting in Denver. The terms of two voting members
end after the June meeting.
Julia Keen reminded the visitors to the meeting to access the ASHRAE website to
become a corresponding member of TC 6.1.
F. Professional Development (ALI). Greg Towsley (Chair): Chair Towsley reports
there are no actions for the TC from the Professional Development Committee.
SDL 7 is at ASHRAE for review and typesetting before moving forward with the
SI Version.
The SDL 12 contract awarded to Mark Hegberg is still in process.
G. Standards: Mike O’Rourke (Chair).

Standard 55: Chair O’Rourke reported it is in continuous maintenance mode.
The group is working to get the standard in a more readable format. The last few
sections have been approved and public review is planned. The goal is to
republish the standard this year. Standard 55 has been approved as an ASHRAE
Standard and the preparation of a user’s manual has been approved by ASHRAE.

Standard 155/RP196: Frank Myers reports Martha Hewlett is retiring as chair and
Tom Bucher will replace here as the chair. Myers asked the committee to honor
Martha with a round of applause for the work she’s done on this standard. A
memorandum of understanding has been signed by ASHRAE and AHI for the
joint standard. There is a proposal to stay with combustion efficiency as the
standard, Myers is chairing a working group to define the test methodology
(combustion efficiency vs. thermal efficiency). Due to the length of time the TC
may be asked to vote on the original contract either in Denver or by electronic
ballot.
Greg Towsley reported on 90.1.
Addendum ak
o
Public review ended 25 June 2012; 8 commenters and 21 comments
o
Working Group formed, developed a revised proposal, approved by TC6.1,
and submitted to 90.1 MSC for consideration for 2nd public review
o
90.1 MSC review submittal in October 2012 – “thought at first it would be
fine since so many of the requirements were the same as the current language,
but…it has a lot of problems.”
o
Modified ak with minor changes:
§
deleted the DP reset off valve position – “since it was effectively deleted by
the exception that said it was not required if supply water temperature was reset
off valve position. But since the latter is required, then the former was always
true and the DP reset never was required.”
§
deleted 6.5.4.2 since it is the subject of a proposed addendum (Pump
Isolation)
o
Continues to be a disagreement as to the control method that cannot get
resolved
o
November 14, 2012 - A 2nd public review draft was created from changes
above with a letter ballot.
o
Nov 30, 2012 – MSC letter ballot ended, had negative vote with comment,
will require recirculation ballot.
o
Jan. 1, 2013 - recirculation ballot issued in MSC
o
Jan. 19, 2013 – Confirmed that 2nd PR passed MSC with one member
dissenting - MSC to work compromise with dissenter before brining to main
SSPC
Bill Coad discussed the proposal for all chilled water pumps to have inverter
drives. Greg Towsley reported 90.1 requires hot and chilled water systems with a
total of 10hp and larger to have inverter drives. Ken Luther asked if other
methods are allowed besides variable speed drives.
Addendum br (motor efficiency)
o
Update current motor efficiencies
o
Public Review ended; no comments above with a letter ballot.

Addendum cd (piping definition)
o Current standard “piping” is required to have minimum levels of insulation,
pipe sizes, etc. In all cases, the intent was that the same requirements also apply
to all of the piping accessories that are in series with the piping that also sees fluid
flow, such as pumps, valves, strainers, air separators, etc.
o
cleans all “piping” and “pipe” wording in 90.1
o
1 comment, withdrawn
Pump Isolation Proposal
o
Reducing pump energy; shut off flow through inactive chillers/boilers;
o
Submitted to the SSPC for their approval for publication for public review
during the main SSPC 90.1 - unable to bring to vote
Greg Towsley also updated the following from the last meeting.




Framework document was placed on the DOE website Friday, January 25,
2013. The document is 134 pages with 111 requests for information from
the DOE. It involves test procedures and energy efficiency standards for
pumps. The public hearing is February 20, 2013. The preliminary
analysis is expected in 2014.
NOTE: In Section 11, the DOE is requesting comments from “user
subgroups” if they will be “affected disproportionately by new or revised
energy conservation standards”.

·
H. WEB Site: Jason Atkisson (Chair) Chair Atkisson stated the website has been
updated with all but the recent corresponding member changes. That will occur
soon.
7. Liaison Reports from other TC’s and Organizations.
There were no reports.

8. Old Business:
Carlson/Holohan Industry Award of Excellence. John Glunt reported ASHRAE has
been asked to make this a society award. Typically the Society only allows an award
to be named after a person in exception instances. Also, there are questions regarding
who will keep possession of the wheel.
Robert Bean reports Holohan has offered to take his name off the award, but some
previous winners are uncomfortable with this. This work is on-going. Robert Bean
also suggests the wheel go to either the Smithsonian or ASHRAE Museums.
Bill Coad report Gil Carlson received the Pioneer of the Industry Award. He stated
the Society would be happy to protect the wheel, but the artifact (wheel) needs to be
separated from the award.
Guideline 8 Energy Cost Allocation for Multiple-Occupancy Residential Buidlings:
Chair Keen reported Adam Hinge states the guideline is out of date and there have
been no requests to update the guideline. Mark Hegberg and Mike O’Rourke
reviewed the document after a request was brought forward at the Annual Meeting in
San Antonio. Both felt the document was so out of date that a complete overhaul
would be required but there is concern Guideline 8 is no longer being referenced by
the industry.
Bill Coad provided some history of the guideline. He stated it was originally
intended to be a standard. The document was based on European distict heat systems
from 25 years ago utilizing low temperature hot water for heating.
Steve Tredinnick stated he would like to review the document prior to deciding either
updating or discontinuing the guideline.
Chair Keen asked if anyone is referencing or using this guideline. There was no
acknowledgement the guideline was in use.
Motion by John Glunt, seconded by Ken Luther, to discontinue Guideline 8. The
motion passed 7-0 with 4 abstentions. Chair Keen stated Adam Hinge will be advised
to remove it from the list of current guidelines.
Status of new pump efficiency standard: Framework document was placed on the
DOE website Friday, January 25, 2013. The document is 134 pages with 111
requests for information from the DOE. It involves test procedures and energy
efficiency standards for pumps. The public hearing is February 20, 2013. The
preliminary analysis is expected in 2014. NOTE: In Section 11, the DOE is
requesting comments from “user subgroups” if they will be “affected
disproportionately by new or revised energy conservation standards”.

9. New Business:
A. Chair Keen thanked the committee for their quick response to the various e-mails
asking for comments over the past six months.
B. Chair Keen invited the guests attending the meeting to become involved with the
work of TC 6.1.
C. Chair Keen thanked everyone for their time and commitment to the work of the
committee.
D. Robert Bean thanked the committee for the efforts of the snow ice melt program
(TC6.5) in San Antonio.
10. Meeting Adjournment:
Motion by Jason Atkisson, seconded by Tricia Bruenn, to adjourn the meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 3:14pm.
Submitted by,
Bob Walker.
TC 6.1 Secretary

DALLAS MEETING MINUTES
PROGRAMS SUBCOMMITTEE
ASHRAE TC 6.1 “HYDRONICS AND STEAM HEATING EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS”
A. Meeting called will be called to order at 2:15 pm, 28 Jan 2013 at Dallas, by Mike McDermott
B. Members and Visitors projected attendance

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Name
Mike McDermott
Julia Keen
Rex Scare
Niels Bidstrup
Scott Fisher
Tricia M. Bruenn
Bob Walker
Rex Scare
Tom Cappellin
Jason Atkisson
Edward Tsui
Hooman Daneshmand
Ramez Afify
Hans Hanson
Jeff Boldt

Position
Programs Subcommittee Chair
Chair
Member
Member
Corresponding Member
Vice Chair
Secretary
Handbook Committee Chair
Research Subcommittee Chair
Web Master
Corresponding Member
Corresponding Member
Member
Corresponding Member
Visiter

C. Current and future programs will be discussed.
1. We have two (2) programs that were presented in Dallas.

Development of Fundamentals for HVAC Design and Modeling
Track: HVAC&R Systems & Equipment
Room: Dallas A3
Chair: Daniel Fisher, Ph.D., P.E., Fellow ASHRAE, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK
Fundamental research is paramount for the development of predictive models and design for HVAC systems. Novel
methods for determining fundamental information required for such design and modeling are presented.
Learning Objectives: 1. Understand the special care required for the low speeds and subtle buoyancy effects
encountered in hospital operating rooms. 2. Learn how the MRT is typically measured and the problems
encountered in measuring MRT. 3. Discuss the conclusions resulting from a study regarding of the effect of
lubricant on the distribution ratio of moisture between the vapor and liquid phases of a refrigerant or “K value”. 4.
Describe situations when bypass orifices are used to reduce pressure in fluid flow.
4. Pumping System Bypass Orifice Testing and Analysis (DA-13-010)
Greg Towsley1, Arturo Benavente2 and Ronald L. Dougherty, Ph.D., P.E.3, (1)Grundfos Pumps Corp., Olathe, KS,
USA, Olathe, KS, (2)ConocoPhillips, Tananger, Norway, (3)Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of
Kansas, Lawrence, KS
Bypass orifices are used to reduce pressure in fluid flow for a variety of situations, specifically wherein variable flow rates are not available. As
compared to studies regarding venturis, square-edged orifices and similar devices, much less is known about performance of orifice configured
similar to pipe nipples, or “nipple orifices”. Thus, in most cases, the system designer chooses a nipple orifice based on assumed losses, which
have a discharge coefficient of about 0.6. However, it is important in such situations to have additional information in order to optimally design
these systems for minimum energy consumption. Herein, data and design information is presented for pressure drop as a function of flow rate for
nipple orifices ranging from 1/8 inch to 7/8 inch (3.2 mm to 22.2 mm) diameter in pipes ranging from nominal ½ inch to 1 ½ inch (12.7 mm to

38.1 mm) diameter. Curve fits accuracy for the data are given are within ± 25% for flow rates above 20 gpm (4.54 m3/hr), and range as high as ±
40% for lower flow rates. Discharge coefficients are also presented as a function of Reynolds Number. It is shown that there appears to be no
clear trend in the data as a function of Reynolds Number. However, multiplying Reynolds Number by factors of diameter ratio and orifice
diameter yields a trend that could be used in nipple orifice system design. Discharge coefficients can be predicted reasonably well, with the
general error for all orifice-line sizes studied herein being ±5% (with 77% confidence). The results presented herein can be used to develop
discharge coefficient predictions with other errors and confidence levels. For future work, more data is needed on large orifices-line
combinations. Needed then are theoretical studies to understand the basis for modifying pressure drop and/or Reynolds Number by functions of
diameter ratio and/or orifice and line diameters. This and future work will then be able to provide basic data to develop modeling and software
tools to allow the optimum orifice to be selected to minimize energy waste. In addition, future effort should be focused on the comparison of
variable speed pump system design, not needing flow restrictors like nipple orifices, with constant speed pump system design, with some type of
flow restrictor.

SEMINAR 3 (BASIC)
Fundamental Pump Selection and Control
Track: HVAC Fundamentals and Applications
Room: Dallas C
Sponsor: 06.01 Hydronic and Steam Equipment and Systems

Chair: Julia Keen, Ph.D., P.E., Member, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS
This seminar provides a quick review of common centrifugal pump types installed in HVAC systems and how they
are selected, operated and controlled. It describes how to read and interpret manufacturers pump curves for a wealth
of information.
Learning Objectives: 1. Describe how a centrifugal pump operates to create flow and head. 2. Identify the common
types of pumps used in HVAC Systems. 3. Describe the difference between open loop and closed loop pumping
systems. 4. Explain how to construct system curves and utilize them for proper pump selection.
5. Describe key selection criteria for proper pump selection. 6. Describe how variable speed pumps operates in
HVAC systems.
1. Centrifugal Pumping and Pump Types
Reddy Palicharla, Aurora Pump/Pentair Water, North Aurora, IL
This presentation gives an overview of the centrifugal pump types used in HVAC systems. It shows how to select and size the right pump for a
certain application and duty and how to select and size the motor. It explains the basic centrifugal pump curves describing the relation between
flow, head, power and efficiency and explains importance of Net Positive Suction Head Required (NPSHR). Furthermore this presentation shows
how to optimize pump performance and save energy by trimming the impeller.

2. Pump Selection for Open and Closed Loop Systems
Larry Konopacz, Xylem Bell & Gossett, Morton Grove, IL
In HVAC systems both open and closed loop systems exists. This presentation show the basic principles behind pumping in open and closed loop
systems. It explains how to construct system and underscore the importance of an accurate system analysis and the impact it has on proper pump
selection. It explains the difference between static pressure and differential pressure and the related systems curves. It shows the importance of
dealing with vapor pressure and avoiding cavitation in the pump. Furthermore it explains how to select and size pumps running in parallel for a
certain duty point.

3. Differential Pressure Controlled Pumps
Niels Bidstrup, Ph.D., Grundfos Management A/S, Bjerringbro, Denmark, Bjerringbro, Denmark
Differential pressure controlled pumps are widely used in large HVAC applications in commercial building. The purpose is to reduce energy
consumption and improve control performance of actuators in the system. These pumps are typically controlled via pressure sensors situated near
the pump or somewhere else in the distribution system. In small commercial buildings and residential buildings fixed speed pumps are typically
used instead due to easier installation and cost. For these systems the same benefits can be achieved by using pumps with built-in differential
pressure control. This presentation explains how these pumps are operated and controlled.

2. Feedback from CEC on rejected programs
3. See attachment 1 look ahead spread sheet for future programs.
4. For detailed information on how the above programs as to be assembled and submitted visit
ASHRAE’s web site for information and direction.
5. Meeting minutes from forum in San Antonio are included as attachment 2.
D. Adjournment of subcommittee at 4:15 pm.

TC ‐6.1 Programs Look Ahead ‐ Dallas 2013 Meeting
Year
Date
City
Tracks

2013

2013

Jan 26‐30
Dallas

June 22‐28
Denver

www.ashrae.org/dallas/
HVAC & R Systems and Equipment
HVAC & R Fundamentals and Applications
Standards, Guidelines and Codes
Energy Conservation
Refrigeration
Large Building Design
Facility Management: Ops, Tech and Energy Improv
Special Interest Track
Paper: April 16, 2012
Pump Systesm Bypass Orifice Testing and Analysis‐Greg Towsley ‐ Tech Paper Session 3
Conference Paper Abstract: March 19, 2012; Paper:July 9, 2012

www.ashare.org/denver/
HVAC & R Systems and Equipment
HVAC & R Fundamentals and Applications
Research
Integrated Project Delivery
Energy Modeling
Mile High Efficency & Equip
Renewable & Alt Energy Sources

Seminar

Proposal: August 13, 2012
Fundamental Pump Seelction and Control ‐ Julia Keen/Neils Bidstrup/Larry Konopacz/Reddy
Palicharla ‐ Seminar 3 (Basic)

Proposal: Febuary 11, 2013

Proposal: August 13, 2012

Proposal: Febuary 11, 2013

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Technical Paper

Forum

Paper: September 24, 2012
Abstract: Sept. 24, 2012; Paper: Feb. 25, 2013

Chilled water systems for YEA members: What the Gen Xers and baby boomers have done wrong (Jason/Mick Schwendler)

Chiller Plant Contol Fundamentals and Optimization ‐ Ed Tsui
Building owners to share stories about Hydronic HVAC Systems ‐ What works and doesn’t work ‐ Mike/Bill Coad

TC6.1 Handbook Subcommittee Meeting Minutes 1/27/2013
Attendees:
Rex Scare
Bob Walker
Steve Tredinneck
Mick Schwedler
Egils Dzelzith
Mike McDermott
Julia Keen
Niels Bidstrup
Drew Overmiller
















Scott Fisher
Hans Hansen
Tom Neill
Jason Atkisson
Tricia Bruenn
Hooman Daneshmand
Ramez Afify
Edward Tsui

San Antonio minutes approved – Motion by Jason Atkisson, 2nd by Bob Walker….motion carried.
Forrest Yount, Handbook Liaison shared with the committee that the consolidation of Chapter
46 of Systems – Pipes, Tubes, & Fittings with Chapter 22 of Fundamentals – Pipe Sizing has been
approved by ASHRAE Handbook. The combined chapters will be introduced in the 2017 edition
of Fundamentals. The 2016 edition of Systems will still have the Pipes, Tubes, and Fitting
chapter. In the 2020 edition, the Pipes, Tubes, and Fitting chapter will be removed.
The consolidated chapter will be a combination of the (2) chapters, but will also include
additional information where necessary.
The TC6.1 Handbook subcommittee approved the removal of Pipes, Tubes, and Fittings from the
Systems Handbook starting with the 2020 edition. Motion by Jason Atkisson, 2nd by Tom
Neil….motion carried.
Forrest also noted that ASHRAE Handbook has also approved the addition of a Chiller Chapter to
be put in the Systems and Equipment Handbook.
TC6.1 has 11 chapters in the 2016 Systems and Equipment handbook, so we need to start
reviewing. A sign‐up sheet listing each chapter was passed around for volunteers to sign up to
be the lead author or a reviewer. (Sheet is attached)
The chapters that require the most updating are:
o Chapter 13 ‐ Hydronic Heating and Cooling System Design
o Chapter 47 – Valves
o
Mick Schwedler made several suggestions for changes to Chapter 13‐Hydronic Heating and
Cooling System Design. Mick walked the group through his suggested changes. Discussion took
place on some suggestions. Mick will revise per comments from the group.
Discussion took place on whether control valves should stay in Chapter 47 – Valves or be
removed and inserted in TC1.4’s chapter ‐ Controls in the Fundamentals Handbook. The
committee decided to keep control valves in Chapter 47 – Valves, but to include input from
TC1.4. Bob Walker will recommend to TC1.4 that they discuss control valves minimally in their
chapter, but refer users to Systems and Equipment, Chapter 47 – Valves. TC1.4 members will be
asked to review Chapter 47 and comment.
All future handbook revisions should include the following:
o At least one practical design example
o Sustainability example and/or calculation
o Ask international members for input from their perspective.
Meeting adjourned at 6:40 pm

2016 Systems and Equipment Handbook
Chapter 11 – Steam Systems
Lead Author

___Ramez Afify__________

Reviewer

___Jason Atkisson________

Reviewer

___Mike McDermott _____

Reviewer

_______________________

Reviewer

_______________________

Chapter 13 – Hydronic Heating and Cooling System Design
Lead Author

__Mick Schwedler________

Reviewer

__Hooman Daneshmand__

Hailey Mick

Reviewer

___Steve Tredinnick ____

Robert Bean

Reviewer

___Hans Hansen

David Lee

Reviewer

___Tricia Bruenn_________

Reviewer

___Bob Walker

Reviewer

___Edward Tsui _________

____

____

Chapter 14 – Condenser Water Systems
Lead Author

_Steve Tredinnick________

Reviewer

__Mick Schwedler________

Reviewer

__Mike McDermott ______

Reviewer

__Gary Harbison

_______

Reviewer

__Trevor Houck

_______

Larry Konopacz

Chapter 15 – Medium and High Temperature Water heating system
Lead Author

_______________________

Reviewer

___Jason Atkisson________

Reviewer

___Edward Tsui _________

Reviewer

__Trevor Houck

Reviewer

_______________________

_______

Chapter 28 – Unit Ventilators, Unit Heaters and Makeup Air Units
Lead Author

_______________________

Reviewer

___Tricia Bruenn_________

Reviewer

___Hailey Mick _________

Reviewer

_______________________

Reviewer

_______________________

Chapter 32 – Boilers
Lead Author

___Evans Lizardos________

Reviewer

___Tom Neill

Reviewer

___Gary Harbison _______

Reviewer

_______________________

Reviewer

_______________________

_____

Chapter 36 – Hydronic Heat Distributing Units and Radiators
Lead Author

_______________________

Reviewer

___Tom Neill

Reviewer

___Edward Tsui

Reviewer

___Robert Bean _________

Reviewer

_______________________

_____
______

Chapter 44 – Centrifugal Pumps
Lead Author

___Niels Bidstrup

______

Reviewer

___John Glunt

______

Reviewer

___Gary Harbison________

Jennifer McGrath

Reviewer

___Egils Dzelzith

Larry Konopacz

Reviewer

___Kim Cross

_______

David Lee

________

Chapter 47 – Valves
Lead Author

_Robert Walker/Tricia Bruenn

Reviewer

__Hooman Daneshmand__

Reviewer

__Edward Tsui

Reviewer

__Larry Konopacz ________

Reviewer

__Hailey Mick

________

Reviewer

__Ken Luther

________

____

Chapter 48 – Heat Exchangers
Lead Author

___Scott Fisher

___

Reviewer

___Gary Harbison ________

Reviewer

___John Glunt

Reviewer

___Hailey Mick

Reviewer

___Trevor Houck ________

______
________

Combining Chapter 46 – Pipes, Tubes, and Fittings with Fundamentals Chapter 22 – Pipe Sizing
Lead Author

_______________________

Reviewer

____Julia Keen

Reviewer

____Edward Tsui ________

Reviewer

____Jennifer McGrath_____

Reviewer

____Mike McDermott_____

________

TC6.1 Chilled Water Plant Subcommittee Meeting Minutes 1/27/2013
Attendees:
Rex Scare
Bob Walker
Steve Tredinneck
Jason Atkisson
Egils Dzelzith
Mike McDermott

Scott Fisher
Hans Hansen
Niels Bidstrup
Edward Tsui
Tricia Bruenn
Hooman Daneshmand

1. Meeting started at 6:40 PM. After attendee introductions, the topic of the specific duties of the
sub‐committee was broached. Tredinnick asked the question as to what should the goals of the
committee be and what should we focus on? Should we focus on programs? Research? Or the
development of a Chilled Water Plant Design Chapter? All in attendance agreed that while we
should not ignore involving the sub‐committee with other facets, our primary focus for the near
term should be the creation of a new handbook chapter addressing chilled water plant design.

2. An outline for a new chapter on Chilled Water Plant Design was submitted at the 2012 Winter
Meeting in Chicago to the Society Handbook Committee. The HB Committee discussed the
viability of the new chapter during the 2012 Summer Annual Meeting in San Antonio and tabled
the issue since many of the members were confused as to the justification behind the
chapter. After some emails back and forth, the between the summer annual meeting and the
Dallas meeting, the issue was resurrected for discussion. At the Handbook Committee meeting
for the Dallas conference , TC Chair Julia Keen was requested to attend the Handbook
Committee meeting where she fielded questions as well as explained the reasons behind the
Chapter development. Ultimately, the committee decided the new chapter was warranted and
can be included in the 2016 edition of the Systems. Tredinnick commended Chair Keen’s effort
in convincing HB Committee as to the viability of the chapter.
a. In order to make the 2016 Handbook, the chapter must be complete and voted on at
the 2016 Winter meeting which means it should be completed prior to the end of the
2015 calendar year. The intent of the Chapter was to give the young engineer or
designer a step by step process and decision tree to assist them in selecting equipment
and laying out a typical chiller plant. The ASHRAE HQ building would be used as a basis
for loads and would be increased in the number of floors in order to get a building
cooling load in the range of ~400 tons.

b. Mick Schwedler of Trane and Niels Bidstrup from Grundfos had previously offered their
services for authoring specific sections of the Chapter as notated on the
outline. Furthermore, after the meeting, Steve Severini from Newcomb & Boyd and
Andy Price from Affiliated Engineers volunteered to assist in writing the chapter.
c. Tredinnick had some obligations for TC 6.2 to complete and then could start contacting
individuals for assistance by Mid‐March 2013.
3. Meeting was adjourned at 7:00 PM.

